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Basket, Ski Pole Ski Pole
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact106.04.0003

Title: Basket, Ski Pole Ski Pole

Date: 1930 – 1950

Material: metal; leather

Description: One ski pole basket. A silver metal ring with three red leather straps
equally spaced attached to the ring. Within each leather strap is a 8.2 cm
cut in the middle with a cut circle on each end of the cut. The straps are
connected via a metal rivet. The leather is smooth on the top and
rough/untreated on the bottom side.

Subject: ski

ski pole

sports

skiing

Credit: Gift of Frank Gourlay, Banff, 1991

Catalogue Number: 106.04.0003
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Trophy
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact103.09.0395%20a-e

Title: Trophy

Date: 1933 – 1937

Material: metal; wood; plastic

Dimensions: 27.0 x 12.0 cm
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Description: A collection of 5 golf trophies from the Banff Springs Golf Course. a) Cast
silver figure of a man swinging a golf club, on a brass and black plastic
round base. Base has plate that is engraved “BIRKS TROPHY B.S.G.C.
ANNUAL CLUB CHAMPIONSHIP WINNER L.S. CROSBY 1937”.
Underneath base is a brass label that reads “WALLACE TROPHY” and
“651PB”. 27.0 cm x 12.0 cm x 12.0 cm.b) Cast silver figure of a man
swinging a golf club (smaller version of a) on a gold base set atop a
rectangular column base of black plastic. Metal plaque engraved with
“BIRKS TROPHY B.S.G.C. ANNUAL CLUB CHAMPIONSHIP WINNER
L.S. CROSBY 1936” attached to base. Underneath base is a brass label
that reads “WALLACE TROPHY” and “V557”. 22.5 cm x 10.0 cm x 8.0
cm.c) Thin silver plated cup with large squared off handles atop a black
metal base. Sup is engraved with “BANFF SPRINGS HOTEL Annual Golf
Tournament *1936* 18 HOLE MEDAL PLAY - MEN - L.S. CROSBY”.
Under base at bottom is a yellow and white paper label that reads “A
PRODUCT OF THE BENNEDICT-PROCTOR MGF. CO. TRENTON
ONT. AND “862” written in pencil below. d) Wide silver cup with thin stem
and two curved handles. Flat lid with point in centre fits on top of cup. Cup
is engraved with “B.S.G.C. BREWERY TROPHY *1935* WINNER L.S.
CROSBY”. Cup sits atop a black wooden base. On the base of the silver
cup is an elephant hallmark along with “C.J.A. MADE IN ENGLAND”.
22.0 cm x 18.0 cm x 12.0 cm. e) Squat silver cup with large curled
handles that arch over the cup. Cup is engraved with “THE PRISCILLA
HAMMOND MEMORIAL TROPHY” “Banff Springs Golf Club LADIES
CHAMPIONSHIP ANNUAL COMPETITION WON BY Marion Crosby
*1933*” Stamped underneath cup is a sphinx hallmark. Cup sits on a
wide brown wooden base. 14.5 cm x 17.0 cm x 5.0 cm.
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Credit: Gift of Evelyn Crosby, Banff, 1974

Catalogue Number: 103.09.0395 a-e
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Dining Flatware
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact104.20.1299%20a-i

Title: Dining Flatware

Date: 1930 – 1960

Material: metal; nickel silver;

Dimensions: 2.1 x 3.6 x 17.6 cm

Description: Mostly matching set of nickel silver dining flatware consisting of four forks,
two knives [one of which does not match the rest], and three spoons - one
is smaller than the other two. The set features decorations of flowers
throughout the handles; two bunched together at the end, one in the
middle, and one just below the head with thin decorative lines between
them. The one knife that doesn’t match the others has a decorative
border around the mostly square handle with scrolls and flowers in the
middle - it has a maker’s mark stamped on the blade that looks like
“CVO STAINLESS.” Every piece of the set has “ROGERS NICKEL
SILVER” stamped on the backs - no information found online.
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Credit: Gift of Bill Mather, Edmonton, 1991

Catalogue Number: 104.20.1299 a-i
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Tin Box
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact110.01.0287

Title: Tin Box

Date: 1935 – 1940

Material: metal; tin;

Dimensions: 3.6 x 10.2 x 13.6 cm

Description: Eight-sided tin box predominantly dark blue with gold accents along
edges and a black and white photo portrait of the British Royal Family on
the lid. Manufacturer details printed on the back edge of the lid. The lid
lifts completely off from the body - the box is empty. Back row, left to right:
Queen Elizabeth the Queen Mother, King George ViFront Row, left to
right: Princess Margaret, Princess Elizabeth.

Subject: Crosby family

Abegweit

Royal Family

Credit: Gift of Robert Crosby Family, Banff, 1998

Catalogue Number: 110.01.0287
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